brought the ball back to the thirty-yard line. '06 held here for two downs and Loutrel attempted to kick, but Henderson blocked, and Griffin, '06, secured the ball and got to the ten-yard line before he was stopped. Friend was called back, but could make no substantial gain, and on the next play Geist failed to pass the ball. This left the ball on second down on the Freshmen's ten-yard line, directly in front of the goal. Geist tried for a goal from the field, but owing to the strong wind was unsuccessful.

Loutrel then punted out from the twenty-five-yard line. The ball rolled outside at the Sophomore's forty-five-yard line and Geist secured it. Hardy took the ball five yards on the tackle formation and five more was given '06 for offside playing, putting the ball on the Freshmen's fifty-yard line. From here it was rapidly advanced by Hardy, Barber, and Coey, with good assistance from Geist, who was always on hand to help pull the ball along. The Freshmen made a good attempt to hold at their five-yard line, but Hardy took the ball to the two-yard line, and Coey went through tackle for a touchdown.

The ball had been in play nineteen minutes and thirty seconds at this time. Geist failed to kick the goal, which was a difficult one, against the wind. Score: 11 - 0, in favor of '06.

The teams again changed ends and Geist kicked to the five-yard line. Loutrel secured the ball and ran it back twenty yards, Lamont made four yards around left tackle, and Frederick five through right guard, but here a fumble occurred and '06 got the ball on the Freshmen's thirty-yard line. By a succession of tackle formations and line plunges Coey and Hardy took the ball down to the four-yard line and Coey was sent over for the bird touchdown, nine minutes' play from kick-off. Geist kicked the goal and then kicked off for the fourth time. '07 ran the ball back well and on the next play made fifteen yards around right end, but the plays were useless, as time was called. Score at end of half: '06, 16; '07, 0.

In the second half '07 kicked off for the first time, and the ball was sent well down toward the Sophomore goal at the east end of the field. Geist fumbled the ball and after regaining it was downed before he could run it back at all. Hardy, Barber, and Coey, by a succession of tackle formations and line plunges, took the ball rapidly to the centre of the field and then beyond to the Freshmen's forty-five-yard line. Coey was here replaced by Geist, and Eaton went in as quarter. Here Geist fumbled and Chapman secured the ball for '07. Mulcare went around left end for fifteen yards, but on an attempt to repeat the play was thrown back five yards. Mulcare tried a third time, however, and made a pretty run for a twenty-yard gain, placing the ball on the Sophomore thirty-five-yard line. Barber, '06, was here replaced by Santry. By a series of short gains, and with the help of a five-yard award, the '07 backs worked the ball down to the five-yard line. The next three plays were thrown back, and it was the Sophomore's ball on their own ten-yard line. It was then taken to the thirty-five-yard line, but a fumble gave '07 another chance for a touchdown. After advancing the ball five yards it went to '06 on downs. They could make no gain, however, and '07 regained the ball. '06 introduced a